














and on hard copy as well as EDI system where EDI facility is extended to Bondea 

Warehouses. It is also clarifed that this facility is applicable only to goods that 

cannot be easily labelled in ports / CES. having regard to their size and other 

factors such as sensitivity to temperature and dust." 

Vi) From the above, it is evidently clear that Board has extended the facility 

o tie mported goods which are not in compliance with RE-44 Notification dated 

24/11/ 2000 and the labelling can be done either in Docks/CFS or in Warehouse 
prior to clearance from Customs subject to certain conditions. Accordingly, the 
mporters are eligible to rectify the short comings to fulfil the requirements of the 
said Notification by applving Board Circular No 19/2011- Customs dated 15tn 

April 2011. Therefore, when the importers are allowed to rectify the shortcomingS 
before the goods are cleared from customs, there would not be any violation or 
the provisions of the customs act or any other allied acts. Similarly, CB cannot 
be alleged of not exercising due diligence by not informing the importer to comply 
RE-44 Notification, violating of Regulation 10 of CBLR 2018. 

vii) Reliance is placed in case of Khurana Bearings V/s Commissioner of 
Cus. C.Ex. & S.T., Noida reported in 2017 (357) E.L.T. 717 (Tri-All.). The gist of 
the judgment is when the Public Notice issued by the department permits 
labelling the goods prior to customs clearance ensuring compliance of RE-44 
dated 24/11/2000, there would not be any violation requiring the goods to be 
confiscated and redeemed. 

viii) The Noticee submits that CB operates on the basis of documents 
supplied to them by the importer and does not see goods before they arrive at 
the customs area. On the basis of documents provided by the importer, the CB 
had complied the due diligence, informed and advised the importer regarding 
various rules, regulations and other statutory provisions applicable to the 
shipment. This entire case is detected after examining the goods. In the 
circumstances, alleging non-compliance by the Noticee under Regulation 10 (d) 
of CBLR 2018, proposing cancellation of G-Card and imposing penalty for not 
informing DC/Docks, when the goods were found as declared in the import 
documents by the Docks officer is baseless and contemptuous, hence charges 
are required to be dropped. In the case of Jayesh Shah (W.P.No. 1421/202 1), the 
Hon'ble Bombay High Court vide its Order dated 4.10.2022 has inter alia held 
as under: 

"In our view, if an FCL container has been loaded on board a ship, prima 
facie, no-one except exporter or person who stuffed the containers will 

know what was inside the container. 

The Custom House Agent, which the Petitioner was, only files the Bills of 
Entry on behalf of the importer relying on the documents provided to him 
by the importer, and if there is mis-mnatch between what is mentioned in 

the documents given to the Customs House Agent to file Bills of Entry and 

what is found in the FCL container, prima-facie, the Custom House Agent 
cannot be made liable. 

To impose penalty on such Custom House Agent and without any 
satisfactory findings that he knew what was inside the 7x40 ft. containers 
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